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The following Statements are ABSOLUTE Facts,
UCSD and the Law Library " Down Town San Diego on Front Street PLAYED a Massive role in the GangStalking Mental Harassment leslie experienced, that is
Enclosed within this Blog this absolutely include's Staff and their Security Guards.
Its why they have ALWAYS been included in the Title of the Blog's that are all over the Internet
" UCSD and Law Library are they Networking GangStalking "
and why the Picture .of Leslie's Twitter account @higginsgggg is a Picture of the Law Library that show's a Banner about Human Trafficking " they hosted a event
Concerning this Issue " leslie took a Picture of it when this was Occurring because leslie KNOWS for a ABSOLUTE Fact that GangStalking Organized Stalking
are Directly connected to Human Trafficking Rings,
Now why is this being stated,
The System/ and Corporation's that are perpetrating these Criminal Expedition's, Covertly manage them from behind the scence's using their Employment
descriptions and the Influences and connection's to them including the Community Programs that are attached to them Like Neighbor Hood Watch Groups, Home
Owners Association's Church's Charitities, self Help Groups Homeless Shelters and MUCH MORE being influenced thru the way these Criminal's operate " to get
a whiff of this Review these two Video'shere are their Titles You Tube them, and how Slander and Fake Bogus Criminal Investigation Files are created concerning a
Target and used within the Tow Video's here to solicit persons in the Commiunity to harrass a Target and even participate in Staged events toward a Target,
including one's that produce Tickets and or Arrests of Targets,
Now Leslie was using the Law Library on Front street San Diego To Upload evedence videos and Prediction Video's while doin legal Research she never ever
bothered a Soul in any way in that library or outside of the Library.
In April 2016 they stated that they changed their Policies due to Costs of operating the Library which in turn gave them the Normal Appearing reason to be Hyper
Viligant to Activly PHYSCIALLY Monitor Persons Computer activity and Go after them if they were engaging in Computer Activity outside of these new Policy
parameters, they went after leslie IMMEDIATLEY once she entered the Library
" and Will ABSOLUTELY lie about it and Call her crazy concerning it, Now the Goal behind this is Multifold
They knew what leslie had been doin EVERYTIME she went their Because they were ACTIVLEY Participating in the GangStalking of her, and Cybersurvallance is
a Method of these Crimes Google and You Tub e it, so they did this in refreernce to goinb after her as soon as she came in in April 2016 in order to let her KNow
and even act like they were warning her that if she does anything that is outside of these new Policy parameters she will be Banned and they absolutely let her
know she was being Physically monitored this was done for the Sake of the Video Cameras on their Wall, so they could say we warned her we offerred her a
Pamlet explaining the rules and she still engaged in You Tube Video UpLoading so they could Justify banning her
The Goal was to Pshycologically and Phsycially take away this Computer Resourse thru normal appearing avenues/excuses,
These are the schemes of GangStalking UNDERSTAND they are.
Now UCSD Banned leslie thru a Letter NEVER EXPLAINING WHY within it.
THe Goals are to take away what leslie is /was using to not only expose them and the Evidence's attached to their physical Property's but to make sure that once
the Criminal Motivations Escalate their attempts to acheive them, they didnt DONT want leslie to be able to expose who's participating in it whier its occurring at
and how,
ISOLATION,
Leslie Predicted in Email Files Blogs Tweets and Videos UCSD and the Law Library whould do WHAT THEY Did before they did it and Ralphs at LaJolla Village Sq
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in LaJolla and the San Diego Library's will follow suit, theyll just use different avenues Even Goin as Far as stageing pshysical events wiether Leslies their or not
and creating Security Gaurd reports Police Reports and then acting that its in thei rBest Interest to Not allow persons to use their Computer Wi Fi and or Electrical
Outlets anymore because of these recorded even Repeated events,
I want you to Understand Leslie has experienced this Crime EVERYDAY EVERYDAY everywheir she has went in 4 States Openly since 2002 apartments and
Camping areas as well and since 6/9/09 the Day she discovered the Name of the Crime that was/is happening to her she has Done YEARS of Massive exhaustive
research online concerning who Hosts them Participates in them and who Protects them and How they operate and what types of Criminal Motivation's this crime
is Engaged in, so whats stated above comes from experince and ABSOLUTE Exhaustive Indepth research, their Going to start banning her from Ralphs and SD
Public Libraries their goin to target her computer and her Phone Her Money Her Identification cards her Camping areas and her Socual seciurity and freedom within
this Year 365 day effective April 2016 , this Blog you are reading shows leslie on National Radio shows and a Huge amount of Indisputible Massive evidence,
ALWAYS remember this ALWAYS
Leslie is Not Violent, she is Not Mentally ill in any way She is Not and never will be or never has been suicidal, she doesnt do Drugs at all Period and she doesnt
drink she doesnt steal, and rememeber this always they created the Homelessness of leslie in order to Monoploize on it to exploit it to exploit her, and the Police
The Courts the Prosecutors and Public Defenders are ABSOLUTELY connected to this IN EVERY WAY which this Blog exposes, see they know this rime is
Protected by the Sytem THat is perpetrating it so they know when they Incrementaly oimplemet these schems that brings about the Exposure ISOLATION thaey
know it will be combined with going after leslie in Between and after the Exposure Isolation before leslie can get any UNCORUPPTED Legal Assistance and make
no mistake about it their are syndacted memeber to theis crime within the San Diego Bar Association and in Private practices Judges are also connected to these
Crime syndacites
Here are those You Tube Titles Mentioned above
Listen to a Stranger
Gang Stalking, "Bullying on Steroids." AKA Organized Stalking, Vigilante Stalking, Cause Stalking
The Above is ABSOLUTE TRUTH
lets see of leslie is arrested ticketed at her Resting area " Code Name for it "Vill Can RP Reverse"
Heres a example of code names SEEGOV was the Code name for Mariam Bear Park" SEE GOV"
GenneSEE and GOVernor RD,
Rose Canyon was "RR Colney 5" means RailRoad Tracks off of Colony Drive Interstate 5- leslie does this so when they do what leslie predicts she
opens up the Location to the Public's Knowledge so they can see the Predictions that came true, thru staged events weir related to these areas
because their code Names are incorporated within the Predictions
She also at times incorporates her identity in some of these Predictions
review her talking to SDPD Northern Division Detective on 9/01/15 pertaining to her reporting the Text Messages these animals sent to her phone
on Numerous dates, that Physical Interaction was recorded on Video-That Video is within the Blog your In
https://ucsdgangstalking2014humantrafficking.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/gmailevidence1sdpd.pdf
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